News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, May 12, 2024 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Today, Scharlock, 36, is typical of Seattle in another, more worrying way: Unable to find a home in or around the city in her $________ price range, she is moving with her partner to Vancouver, Wash., to restart her house search there. (MAIN)

2. The northern lights streak across the sky Saturday over San Juan Island. Experts say the best views may come from phone cameras. Why? (MAIN)

3. South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem is now banned from entering nearly 20% of her state after two more tribes banished her last week over comments she made earlier this year about tribal leaders benefiting from what? (MAIN)

4. The company says its pressurized capsule, attached to a balloon, will lift to an altitude of around 100,000 feet above sea level where guests will dine while watching the sun rise over the curvature of the Earth. Organizers are promising an out-of-this-world experience for those with an appetite for adventure. But such an astronomic menu comes with a fittingly astronomic price tag — $__________ per ticket. (MAIN)

5. Former President Donald Trump used a dubious accounting maneuver to claim improper tax breaks from his troubled Chicago tower, according to an IRS inquiry uncovered by The New York Times and ProPublica. Losing a yearslong audit battle over the claim could mean a tax bill of more than $______ million. (MAIN)

6. Where are the top 5 places people (formerly) living in Seattle are moving? (MAIN)

7. The northern lights, are also known as what? (MAIN)

8. INFLATION/What are three reasons food prices have risen? (BUSINESS)

9. Starting next year, Patagonia’s wet suits won’t just be recycled — they’ll be reincarnated. What does this mean? (BUSINESS)

10. What are mini sabbaticals? (JOBS)